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Abstract

Characterization of dust is a key aspect in recent space missions to Mars. Dust has a huge influence on the planet’s 
global climate and it is always present in its atmosphere. MicroMED is an optical particle counter that will be part of 
the “Dust Complex” suite led by IKI in the ExoMars 2020 mission and it will determine size distribution and 
concentration of mineral grains suspended in martian atmosphere. A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis was 
performed aimed at the optimization of the instrument’s sampling efficiency in the 0.4-20 µm diameter range of the 
dust particles. The analysis allowed to understand which conditions are optimum for operations on Mars and to 
consequently optimize the instrument’s fluid dynamic design.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

MicroMED is an optical particle counter designed to measure both size distribution and abundance of dust grains in 
martian atmosphere. Characterization of airborne dust is a pivotal aspect of modern martian missions, since dust deeply 
influences the planet's global climate, particularly during the dust storms season. The dynamics of dust and the possible 
generated electrical field [1-3] are currently focal points of Martian research and are fields that are going to be studied 
in detail during future Mars missions. MicroMED will be part of the Russian led “Dust Complex” suite onboard the 
ExoMars 2020 mission. It is a miniaturized and simplified version of the MEDUSA [4,5] instrument, developed at 
INAF-Astronomical Observatory of Capodimonte in Naples, Italy, where the characterization of dust in Mars, Earth 
and Solar System environments has recently been the center of numerous studies (within the DREAMS [6-8], MEDUSA 
and GIADA [9-12] projects). Preliminary results of this study have been presented at the “Metrology for Aerospace 
2018” Conference held in Rome (June 20-22, 2018) [13]. This paper furthermore evidences the Computational Fluid 
Dynamic (CFD) model setup and its validation by means of comparison with experimental tests. New evidence is 
presented in the results chapter outlining the expected performance of the instrument.
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MicroMED layout can be seen in Fig. 1-2. It has a sampling head, exposed to the Martian atmosphere, whose four inlet 
holes allow suction of gas from outside. The fluid is conveyed toward the sampling section by means of a conic duct. 
After the inlet there is a small gap between ducts allowing optical scan of the flow. The fluid dynamic design is 
conceived in order to make dust grains cross a 1 mm2 sampling spot where a laser beam is focused. Light scattering by 
dust grains is then analyzed as particles scatter light differently depending on their size. Scattered light is detected by a 
photodiode and the information is sent to the instrument’s main electronics for signal amplification, conditioning, 
sampling and data processing. Dust concentration measurement can be provided because the volumetric flow rate at the 
inlet section is measured as well. After the gap, an outlet duct is connected to a pump allowing the expulsion of gas. 
The pump must provide the appropriate pressure difference between the outlet and inlet sections of MicroMED in order 
to achieve the required flowrate. 

Fig. 1  MicroMED’s Elegant Breadboard inside the Martian Simulation Chamber at the INAF-Astronomical 
Observatory of Capodimonte, Naples, Italy.

Fig. 2  MicroMED Proto Flight Model. (a) inlet head, (b) inlet duct, (c) sampling section, (d) laser emission system, (e) 
light trap (f) outlet duct, (g) pump

The instrument’s feasibility was already verified in previous works [14], and its design is conceived in order to optimize 
the detection of suspended dust grains in the 0.4-20 μm diameter range. A number of possible issues related to 
MicroMED’s fluid dynamics can affect the correct functioning. When the fluid sucked reaches the 4 mm gap between 
the ducts, it experiences an expansion that might deflect the dust grains’ trajectories so that they do not cross the 























  

In this report we show that instrument temperature is the most influential parameter on sampling efficiency. Its effect 
is different depending on particles size. Dust grains of small dimensions (diameter < 1 µm) are better detected when 
instrument temperature is low, while the detection of larger grains (diameter > 15 µm) is more efficient for high 
instrument temperatures. Grains of intermediate dimensions (diameter between 1 and 15 µm) are always well detected. 
The instrument ability to detect large dust grains may experience a drop when the instrument is cold, a condition that 
highlighted the need for a geometry upgrade. An updated geometry has in fact been designed and its preliminary results 
appear positive.
Ambient pressure values (both seasonal and daily values) have small effect on the instrument sampling efficiency. 
Therefore, an absolute pressure sensor was not deemed necessary on MicroMED. The only pressure sensor present in 
the instrument is a differential pressure sensor needed to evaluate the pressure difference generated by the pump which 
triggers the suction of fluid.
Ambient temperature also has limited influence on MicroMED’s efficiency as the fluid rapidly thermalizes with the 
instrument, highlighting the dominant role instrument temperature has on its functioning.
Simulation allowed to verify the flow is compressible.
Particles tracking showed the instrument design works efficiently, conveying dust grains toward the inner section of the 
sampling spot where laser light is more intense, improving the instrument chances to detect diffracted light.
The optimum operating conditions was found to be the one related to a Δp generated by the pump of 300 Pa with respect 
to Martian atmospheric pressure. This condition optimizes the instrument sampling efficiency for the entire sampling 
range.
Volumetric flow rate is mainly influenced by instrument temperature, similarly to what was found for sampling 
efficiency. Pressure and ambient temperature have smaller effects.
The developed CFD model underestimates the instrument ability to detect dust grains in windy conditions, probably 
because the model only simulates spherical particles. An improvement of the model considering non-sphericity of grains 
is under development. The aforementioned updated design seems to improve MicroMED’s efficiency also in presence 
of wind.
CFD analysis will be enhanced, as MicroMED's behavior in windy conditions has to be studied in more detail and the 
analysis on the newly developed design has to confirm preliminary results obtained.
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 The instrument is able to detect particles with high efficiency for most cases
 Effect of environmental parameters on MicroMED's efficiency were analyzed
 The optimum operating conditions of the pump were found
 CFD analysis showed criticalities in MicroMED's Breadboard allowing a design update


